Abstract: Packed forest chart parser, like the traditional chart parsing algorithm, uses charts to store all the information produced while parsing to avoid redundant works. Its advantage over the traditional chart parser was the packed forest representation. The algorithm not only shares the non-terminal categories as what was done in the shared parse forest, but also shares the leftmost common elements. The number of active edges in packed forest chart parser was decreased, so memory requirement was reduced and parsing was speeded up. The effectiveness of our approach has been evaluated on Chinese parsing. Results show that packed forest chart parser significantly outperforms packed chart parser, with the former 10 times faster than the latter.
INTRODUCTION
Context Free Grammar (CFG) parsing algorithms might produce many parsing results, out of which one wants to extract the most plausible parsing results for the semantic processing. For many years probabilistic CFG (PCFG), which is a CFG with probabilities added to the rules, has been used to ranking parsing results using scores based on statistical information. PCFG is also called stochastic context free grammar (SCFG). The parsing algorithms for PCFG stem from the parsing algorithm for CFG. CYK algorithm [1] , Earley algorithm [2] and Generalized LR (GLR) algorithm (Tomita algorithm) [3, 4] have been adapted to PCFG. Chart parser, a classical parsing algorithm, is evolved into the packed chart parser [5] . The number of possible parse trees may become very large when the size of sentences increases: it may grow exponentially with the size [6] . Since it is often desirable to consider all possible parse trees (e.g. for semantic processing), it is convenient to merge as much as possible these parse trees into a single structure that allows them to share common elements. This sharing saves the needed space to represent the trees and also on the later processing cost of these trees since it may allow to share between two trees the processing of some common elements. The shared representation of parse trees is called the shared parse forest, or just the parse forest [7] . The drawback of the shared parse forest is that only nonterminal category is shared. Chart parser is a type of shared parse forest algorithm. Shann also points out that the deficiency of chart parser is its parsing tree representation [8] . Packed Forest Chart Parsing (PFCP) algorithm is proposed for natural language parsing in this paper. The algorithm not only shares the nonterminal categories as what is done in the shared parse forest, but also shares the leftmost common elements. The presentation of an active edge is improved, which can present lots of active edges in traditional definition. Because active edges are the vast majority [9] , our algorithm heavily reduces the memory requirement and speeds up parsing.
We take the running time as the metric to evaluate the algorithm because it can provide the real performance of the algorithm. Our approach is evaluated on Chinese parsing. The results show that the proposed algorithm is about 10 times faster than the packed chart parsing algorithm. The proposed algorithm also decreases the memory requirement because of its packed forest representation.
PACKED FOREST CHART PARSING ALGORITHM
Chart parsing algorithm uses a data structure called chart as a book-keeping storage for all the information produced while parsing. The information in the chart is used to avoid redundant works, which comes the parsing efficiency.
Allen put forward the packed chart parser for PCFG [5] . A packed chart representation stores only one constituent of any type for the same input. Packing provides quite efficient representations of chart presentations without information loss in PCFG.
The key point here is to improve the parsing efficiency without pruning, which will cause some information loss. The speeds of chart parser and the packed chart parser are very slow when processing natural language without pruning. A great number of parsing trees should be created due to the ambiguity of natural language. Creating trees and computing their probabilities lead to huge computation and memory burden. PFCP presented in this paper packs the parsing tree and speeds up parsing.
The following of this section describes PFCP algorithm. Firstly, we introduce the basic concepts, terms used in packed chart parser; secondly, PFCP algorithm is described in details; finally, a parsing example is illustrated to make the algorithm more clearly.
Concepts and terms:
We often use a parse tree to describe the structure when parsing a sentence. Figure 1 shows the parse tree of the sentence "the old man the boat". Figure 2 shows the chart corresponding to this sentence.
The symbols used in the following are described in this paragraph. Greek symbols , and are a sequence of terminal and/or nonterminal symbols and capital letters A, B, C are nonterminal symbols. S is a special symbol representing the parsing goal symbol, i.e. the start symbol(root symbol). X is a nonterminal variable. Lowercase w i is the ith terminal symbol. For a parsing rule (production rule) P Ch 1 Ch 2 …Ch n , P is called the parent of the elements in the right part (i.e. Ch 1 Ch 2 …Ch n ); and Ch 1 Ch 2 …Ch n are the children of P.
The information kept in the chart is divided into a set of active edges and a set of inactive (complete) edges. An inactive edge represents a constituent that has been completed. An active edge represents a constituent with some elements called remainder children left to be satisfied. To make elements in charts clear, we label the terminal symbols with position numbers. Table 1 shows the example of the sentence with position numbers. The word "old" starts at position 1 and ends at position 2 in the example sentence.
An active edge has the format [X ,i,j,(applied parsing rules),the number of first remainder child], where * "X" represents the parents which can be not assigned at current. The parents can be assigned only after all children are satisfied according to the parsing rules. Note that, there are lots of rules whose children or parts of children are the same; * " " is a sequence of terminal and/or nonterminal symbols which are satisfied; * "i" and "j" refer to position i and position j. The words spanning position i and position j are satisfied; * "applied parsing rules" indicates the parsing rules applied in the active edges; * "the number of the first remainder child" is the number of the first child to be stratified. It is easy to get the first remainder child by using "applied parsing rules" and "the number of the first remainder child". For example, for an active edge[X NP,0,2,(VP NP ADJP VP, S NP VP, S NP VP PP,),2], NP is satisfied, which spans position 0 and position 2. For the sentence in the Fig. 1 , NP contains "the" and "old"; "applied parsing rules" includes 3 parsing rules VP NP ADJP VP, S NP VP and S NP VP PP. The remainder children can be gotten by applied parsing rules and the number of first remainder child. For the rule VP NP ADJP VP, the remainder children are ADJP VP, the first remainder child is ADJP; For the rule S NP VP, the first remainder child is VP (the only one remainder child is VP); For the rule S NP VP PP, the remainder children are VP PP, the first remainder child is VP. Note that the definition of an active edge in this paper is different to traditional one, which should identify all remainder children. The rules, whose first child is B, can be represented by X B β. The rules with the same left most common elements can be represented by X β.
The traditional active edge form is [A · ,i,j] where the dot "·" is used to separate the satisfied children and the remainder children ; the left to the dot "·" are satisfied and the right are not satisfied. By the new definition of an active edge, we can share the leftmost common elements. So the number of active edges those should be created in parsing drops down. The efficiency of parsing is improved.
All the children in the inactive edge are satisfied. An inactive edge has the format [A ·,i,j]. The dot "·" means that the left elements to the dot "·" are stratified.
The other symbols applied in the definition are same to the definition of the active edge. For example, [NP det noun·,0,2] is an inactive edge, which uses the parsing rule NP det noun and spans position 0 and position 2. For the sentence in Fig. 1 , NP contains "the" and "old". All the charts in Fig. 2 . We should create one active edge for each parsing rule whose leftmost child is B. There are lots of such rules in natural language parsing, so lots of active edges are created. The similar phenomena happen in others steps when creating active edges. Until now, for these active edges, the satisfied children are the same. If we only record the satisfied children in the chart, muliti-edge can be presented by a single active edge. The recording method of an active edge has been illustrated in previous texts. By this way, the number of active edges is decreased and the parsing trees are packed. Packed forest chart paring algorithm is named according to this feature. The number of active edges in PFCP is decreased, so memory requirement is reduced and parsing is speeded up. The parsing efficiency is improved. At the same time, the memory that the algorithm used drops. Now we will give a left to right bottom-up PFCP algorithm. Input: the parsing rules which have been sorted by their children a sentence (w 1 ,w 2 ,…,w n ) output the parsing tree (c) For all rules X B β , i.e. the first child is B, span an active edge[X B,j,k+1, (applied parsing rules), 2]. "applied parsing rules" includes all rules X B β whose first child is B.
For each active edge starting at position i, ending at position j and having the first remainder child B, which can be gotten by applied parsing rules and the number of first remainder child, with the form [X ,i,j,(applied parsing rules),m], do step d and e. Step c, d and e are different to the chart parsing algorithm. For step c, if having the rules A 1 B β 1 , A 2 B β 2 ,…, A n B β n and the phrase B with matching position, only one edges should be created in our approach; The chart parsing algorithm should create n edges. For step d, our algorithm may create more than one inactive edge from single active edge because one active edge in our algorithm presents multi-edges in traditional one and the chart parsing algorithm only creates one inactive edge for a single input inactive edge. For step e, for an active edge [X ,i,j,(applied parsing rules),m] and an inactive edge [B γ ·,j;k+1], only one edge should be created in our approach but more edges should be created in traditional algorithm, which is similar to step c.
Parsing example:
To understand the algorithm more clearly, let us consider parsing the input sentence "John likes Mary" using the following grammar. The input sentence is translated into the terminal sequence "n v n". The probability of the rules is omitted here.
PFCP will proceed as Fig. 3 . Contents in column "Charts (Chart ID)" are generated charts (i.e. active edges or inactive edges) during the parsing and their IDs. "Current input" is the input of this step. They are identified by w i =POS and/or Chart ID. For example, for the first step the input is w 1 =n and the output chart is [NP n·, 0,1], whose ID is "1". The input ID of the second step is "1" (i.e. inactive edge [NP n·, 0,1]) and the output is the active edge[X NP, 0,1,(Rule 1),2], whose ID is "2".
Step w3= n w3= n, (3) w3= n, (3) w3= n, (3) Our approach has advantage when processing the parsing rules, whose leftmost elements or the whole of their children are the same. PFCP shares the same leftmost partial text; it can decrease the number of inactive edges, so it is very efficient.
In 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We take the running time as the metric to evaluate the algorithm because it can provide the real performance of the algorithm. Our approach is evaluated on Chinese parsing. The corpus used in experiments is HIT (Harbin Institute of Technology) Chinese Treebank version 1.0, which include 8661 sentence. We randomly select 500 as test data and other We compare PFCP to packed chart parser [5] . In packed chart parser, a packed chart representation stores only one constituent of any type over the same input and any others found are collapsed into the existing one. No pruning is done for two algorithms. The computer used in the experiments is HP Proliant server Xeon 3G CPU, 1G MM, SCSI 134G . The experimental results are shown in Table 2 .
The efficiency of the PFCP algorithm comes from its packed presentation. Because active edges are the vast majority of edges and the number of active edges in packed forest chart parser is decreased, memory requirement is decreased and parsing is speeded up. The efficiency of the new algorithm is very high. The experimental results show that our approach is very efficient. The new algorithm is 10 times faster than packed chart parser.
We also test PCFG performance. The corpus used for open test includes 1000 sentence in HIT Chinese Treebank. PFCF algorithm and the packed chart parsing algorithm achieve the same effectiveness. The precision is 73.3%, recall is 72.3% and F =1 =(2*precision*recall)/ (precision + recall)=72.8%.
CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE WORK
The packed forest chart parser is proposed in this paper. Its advantage over traditional chart parser is the packed forest representation. The algorithm not only shares the non-terminal categories as what is done in the shared parse forest, but also shares the leftmost common elements. The number of active edges in PFCP is decreased, so memory requirement is reduced and parsing is speeded up. The effectiveness of our approach has been evaluated on Chinese parsing.
Results show that the packed forest chart parser significantly outperforms the packed chart parser, with the former 10 times faster than the latter.
The representation of an active edge can be improved in the future. If an active edge shares any common elements, the parsing efficiency can be improved.
